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Jane went to extreme

lengths to stop

onions from making 

her eyes water

F u t u r e  F o o d

From polka dot 
tomatoes to 3D 

printed desserts, 
trend forecasters 
predict we will be 

eating very 
differently in  

a decade’s time. 
Stylist explores 

the future of food

Words: Rachel Walker

Welcome 
to the 
dinner 

party of 
the future
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fermented products in cocktails, with 

ingredients like lichen, which on its own may 

not be too appetising, but can provide a bigger 

picture of flavours if combined with others.” 

But it’s not all about alcohol. In fact, some 

experts believe drinking will soon sharply 

decrease in popularity. “By 2025 there will  

be more of a public consciousness about 

drinking, in the same way that there has been 

with smoking,” explains Adam Langford, CEO 

of The British Liver Trust. “The sad reality is 

that in a decade’s time, more people will have 

had friends who have suffered or died from 

drinking-related liver diseases, and there  

will be a better social understanding of the 

dangers surrounding drink.” 

With this, we can expect a reinvention of 

the bespoke soft drinks market, with a shift 

away from artificial towards natural. “A dinner 

party will be the perfect occasion for a host to 

create something special for their guests and 

treat them to ‘posh pop’,” says flavour expert 

Christian Ozzati. So while a health drink at the 

moment might come in the form of a carrot, 

beetroot and cucumber cold-pressed juice, in 

the near future we can expect a shift toward 

healthy artisanal fizzy drinks, with ginger beer, 

chinotto (a bittersweet cola alternative made 

from the fruit of the myrtle-leaved orange 

tree), tamarind soda and kola nut colas 

becoming classic ‘home brews’. Best 

chuck that ‘ironic’ Soda Stream out then.

According to food futurologist 

Morgaine Gaye, high quality and ‘luxury’ 

waters will also become a mainstay on our 

dinner party tables. This will be anything but 

dull, though. “Water will be flavoured or 

embellished in unique ways,” says Gaye. Some 

brands are already experimenting with new 

flavouring techniques, such as Metromint, 

which passes flavoured gas through water to 

infuse it without the use of chemicals or 

sugar, and Elixia Or, which is infused water 

with pure gold flakes. We could even see  

a proliferation of ‘water sommeliers’ in bars 

and restaurants, who will be expert in the 

origins of particular bottled waters – from  

Fiji to Norway – and their varying tastes. 

There is currently only one water sommelier 

in America, who is in charge of the 44-page 

water menu at Ray’s & Stark Bar in LA, but 

he’ll soon be in good company. 

The vessels in which we serve our drinks 

could soon be vastly different as well, as 

increased consciousness surrounding 

sustainability sees trends move away from 

glass altogether. It’s very possible we will be 

sipping from isomalt sugar glasses which  

can be eaten afterwards, or even edible 

membranes made of algae which shrink as  

we drink what’s inside, like a balloon. 

 

Currently, ‘doing something a bit different’ 

with our fresh produce means a trip to the 

local farmers’ market to pick up some pea 

shoots. But in the future, our urban space will 

be designed to ensure more and different 

fresh fruits and vegetables can be grown.  

By the year 2050, it’s estimated that nearly 

70% of the earth’s population will reside in 

urban centres and the human population is 

set to increase by nearly three billion people 

in that time. This means an estimated 109 

million hectares of new land (an area 20% 

larger than Brazil) will be needed to grow 

enough food to feed them. This demand will 

see new farming ventures rolling out in our 

cities, such as rooftop allotments, robot-

controlled vertical farms, underground 

gardens and city greenhouses. 

Perhaps the most exciting method of 

cultivation that will be introduced into  

homes over the next ten years is aquaponics, 

which – in its simplest form – is a fish tank 

wired up to a vegetable patch. The waste 

produced by the fish creates nutrients which 

then feed an endless supply of hydroponic 

salad leaves (which grow in water without 

soil). So forget perking up a limp packaged 

lettuce; come 2025 we’ll be picking our  

own from our kitchens. 

Jay Morjaria, head of FARM,  

ENTREES

ast your mind back 10 years 

or so. Your dinner party 

menu was probably 

compiled from your brand 

new Jamie Oliver book  

and a sprinkle of some ‘off-the-wall’ 

pomegranate seeds on your salad or  

adding popping candy to your dessert  

made you feel adventurous. A decade ago, 

iPhones hadn’t been invented, salted 

caramel sounded like some sort of 

kitchen disaster and the Spiralizer was 

just a ride at Alton Towers. 

But the last few years have seen the 

global food scene evolve in ways we 

never could have imagined, taking us on 

an exhilarating culinary journey spearheaded 

by maverick food pioneers such as Heston 

Blumenthal, with his infamous snail porridge, 

and Bompas & Parr (who gave us the 

decidedly Wonka-esque lobster and 

champagne chewing gum). Foodie trends 

have come and gone (we won’t miss the 

cronut) and now, via nose-to-tail eating, 

theatrical immersive dining, foraging groups 

and even building our own backyard 

smokehouses, we have reached a point where 

even if a Michelin-starred chef set up in our 

kitchen and conjured a three-course meal out 

of a can of beans, a dandelion and a balloon, 

we’d be pretty blasé about the whole thing. 

But the good news is, we ain’t seen nothing 

yet. According to the experts, the brave new 

future of food looks wonderfully fantastical, 

and the next decade is expected to bring us 

even more bonkers culinary offerings, from 

water sommeliers and 3D printed chocolate 

bars, to insect burgers and ice lollies that stop 

you hiccupping. What we will be putting on 

our plates and serving to our friends on  

a Friday night could soon look very different  

to what we’ve previously been able to muster 

from the Polpo cookbook. We asked some of 

Britain’s top culinary experts what the dinner 

party might look like in 10 years’ time. 

DRINKS

From savoury cocktails to vinegar wine, the 

past few years have shown that when it 

comes to beverages, we certainly like our 

taste buds to be challenged. That looks set  

to continue and our cocktails might soon be 

flavoured by seemingly inedible extracts. 

“New ingredients enter the market all the 

time. Currently, people want to eat more 

healthily, naturally and locally and this has 

seen elements like bee pollen and nasturtium 

leaves crop up on drinks menus,” says 

renowned mixologist Tony Conigliaro, who 

uses ingredients including clay and rock  

to infuse the vodka served at his bar 69 

Colebrooke Row in London (he has  

a molecular lab down the road, of course).  

“In the future there will be a growth in 

C

“It’s very possIble 

we wIll be sIppIng 

from edIble 

membranes made  

of algae whIch 

shrInk as we drInk”

polka dot tomatoes

might soon be a reality

F u t u r e  F o o d
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a Dalston-based aquaponics cafe, 

predicts that housing developers  

will start building aquaponics schemes into 

apartment blocks. So once residents have 

worked out in the communal gym, they can 

pop by the communal aquaponics facility to 

pick a handful of leaves for a salad starter,  

or even harvest some of the fish or shellfish  

– tilapia, carp, crayfish, shrimp and oysters – 

from the tank. “My overarching feeling is that 

it’s going to become a necessity by 2025, 

rather than a fad,” says Morjaria. 

Just as aquaponics will provide a wide 

variety of fresh produce, the breadth of choice 

in our supermarket vegetable aisles will 

expand as well. It’s been estimated that there 

are 4,000 different types of vegetables in the 

world, but we only eat a small number in  

the UK. But Tim Wheeler, professor of crop 

science at the University of Reading, predicts 

that culinary curiosity and improved access to 

remote markets will see new vegetables on 

our plate by 2025, such as kunde leaves (also 

known as Kenyan cowpea leaves), Bird’s nest 

fern – a leafy shrub native to parts of India, 

Africa and Australasia – and the red-leaved 

beefsteak plant, now naturalised in the US and 

often used in fish stews in China. 

“We’ve got purple carrots and yellow 

tomatoes now,” says Wheeler, illustrating  

how the market is always hungry for 

something new. “But we will see an even  

more diverse range of coloured salads which 

will stretch the boundaries of creative colour 

and taste-coordination in 10 years’ time,” he 

says. “Stripy lettuce? Polka dot tomatoes? 

Only time will tell.” 

And it’s not just technicolour veg taking 

over our plates. Many in the sustainable food 

industries are also predicting that algae (or 

seaweed) could soon become the world’s 

biggest crop. While seaweed has long been a 

staple in Asia, there is currently no large-scale 

commercial farm in the UK.But this could be 

set to change. “Such farms could easily work 

in the UK and be very successful,” says Dr 

Craig Rose, executive director of the Seaweed 

Health Foundation. “The great thing about 

seaweed is that it grows at a phenomenal rate 

– it’s the fastest growing plant on earth. Its 

use in the UK is going to rise dramatically.”
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technology) burgers and dried insects – 

which can be squashed down to create 

burger-type patties, providing as much 

nutritional value as ordinary meat.

Richard Mcgeown is the first chef to have 

ever cooked an in vitro burger (a lab-grown 

meat patty, bound with breadcrumbs and egg 

powder, and coloured with beetroot and 

saffron). “By 2025, most people will have at 

least seen, or eaten a stem cell burger,” he 

says, although he admits they probably  

won’t be affordable enough to serve up to  

our dinner party guests any time soon. 

Instead, Mcgeown predicts that stem cell 

sushi and sashimi might be more within  

our reach. As with all lab-grown meat, stem 

cell sushi is colourless and provides an 

encouraging means of balancing out levels  

of overfishing in certain oceans. “What I love 

about the idea of in vitro sushi is that it 

doesn’t position in vitro meat as an inferior 

copy of ‘real’ meat, but as an exquisite dish 

with its own quality,” says Koert van Mensvoort, 

author of The In vitro Meat Cook Book. “It’s 

grown in a more controlled setting than 

regular fish or meat and it might be clearer 

and softer than the sushi you know today.”

MAIN COURSE

Foodies are a creative bunch and what we’re 

putting on our dinner tables is in constant 

transition. But some traditional elements will 

also have to change soon. In the UK, rocketing 

meat prices are anticipated to have a huge 

impact on our future diets, with some experts 

estimating costs could double in the next five 

years, turning meat into a luxury item.

This has created a pressing need for the 

food industry to find protein alternatives such 

as in vitro (lab-grown via stem-cell 

When it comes to the dessert of 

the future, there’s good and 

bad news. The bad comes 

in the form of rising 

cacao prices, which will 

propel chocolate from 

a luxury ingredient  

to a seriously luxury 

ingredient. The cost 

of cacao is currently 

at a 40-year high, 

and prices will 

only keep 

climbing due to 

demand outweighing 

the supply of the 

slow-growing plant. 

So make the most 

of your packet of 

lunchtime Maltesers 

as they could soon 

become a relic of 

the past – 

something you 

might one day 

describe to 

wide-eyed 

grandchildren. 

“By 2025, a 5g 

bar of chocolate 

will cost the 

equivalent of  

£10,” predicts 

chocolatier Paul A 

Young. According 

to him, we could even see truffle fillings found  

in everyday chocolates replaced with things 

like dehydrated powders, which are activated 

from the saliva in the mouth – a nod to the 

growing global shortages of water. 

The good news is that Young is looking for 

solutions already. The boom in 3D printing 

over the last couple of years means chocolate 

can be sculpted into elaborate lattices which 

could never be achieved with the human hand. 

These printed shapes contain relatively small 

amounts of chocolate, but by maximising the 

surface area, concentrated amounts of 

flavouring can be introduced in the coating. 

In fact, texture will be something we’ll all  

be taking into consideration a lot more in the 

future. “Shape can influence taste, so a big 

trend for the future, will be retexturalisation,” 

says Morgaine gaye. She says we can expect 

everything from textured cutlery to intensely 

flavoured ice cream shavings.

Frozen desserts seem to be at the forefront 

of this foodie evolution. Ice lollies that stop 

you hiccupping are currently being developed 

(the brilliantly named Hiccupops, which 

stimulate the set of nerves in our mouth and 

throat responsible for the hiccup reflex),  

and ice cream is also causing a stir in the 3D 

printing world. A group of students from 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

recently created a 3D machine wired up  

to a liquid nitrogen rig, which can 

actually print ice cream. “For me, 

it’s clear. In the future, ice 

cream will be instantly 

printed to order in the 

comfort of our own 

homes,” says Ahrash 

Akbari-Kalhur, founder 

of ice-cream  

parlour Chin  

Chin labs. 

Whatever next? 

edible furniture? Well, 

yes. Space will be at  

a premium in the 

future, so homewares 

will become more 

disposable and, well, 

good enough to  

eat. At the recent 

FutureFest in  

london, Paul A Young 

showcased a lamp 

made entirely from 

coconut and banana-

flavoured candy floss. 

“It’s quick and cheap, 

and in the future, 

people will be looking 

to use sugar in more 

inventive ways,” says 

Young. We’ll see  

you in the queue  

for the edible 

wallpaper. wire a 3d printer to 

a liquid nitrogen rig and 

you could print the ice 

cream of your dreams

DESSERT

F u t u r e  F o o d


